
The Workout 
Your thighs and chest are going to be unhappy. 

Take the time to set up a slip rope for yourself... you will be glad that you did.  If 
you absolutely can't, you will be slip roping 'on air'. 

7 Minute Super Fun Warm-Up 

• 60 Seconds Slip Rope - Left and Right (orthodox stance) 
• 60 Seconds Non-Stop Straight Punches (left and right alternating) 
• 60 Seconds Slip Rope - Front to Back (orthodox stance) 
• 60 Seconds Non-Stop Straight Hooks (left and right alternating) 
• 60 Seconds Slip Rope - Left and Right (southpaw stance) 
• 60 Seconds of the Following Punch Pattern : Left Straight - Right 

Straight - Left Hook - Right Straight - Left Straight - Right Hook - 
...repeat. 

• 60 Seconds Slip Rope (front to back - southpaw stance) 

You should have an exceptionally good 'pump' in your legs right now.  Powerful 
legs are great for hooks. 

Next... we work our way into 'hook power' 

Throw a 'lead hook' and without stepping your feet execute a U-Slip to pull you 
back to your starting position.  Throw another hook, and repeat for 30 reps of 
non-stop hooks and U-Slips. 

Focus on stretching your torso on the hook, and just getting a nice smooth 
'shoulder load' on the way back during the U-Slip.  Add some snap to the last 10 
hooks. 

Throw a 'rear hook' and without stepping your feet execute a U-Slip to pull you 
back to your starting position.  Throw another hook, and repeat for 30 reps.  Add 
some snap to the last 10 hooks. 

On a heavy bag... 



Throw 30 full power 'lead hooks' 

Rest 30 seconds 

Rip 30 full power 'rear hooks' 

Rest 30 Seconds 

Rip 30 Rear Straight - Lead Hook (feel free to leap and make this a Fedor 
Combo for 15 reps) 

Rest 30 Seconds 

Rip 30 Jab - Rear Hook 

Building your 'Hook Step': 
Orthodox Stance and circling to the right: 

60 Seconds Left Hook - (Left foot steps to the Right and then pivot on it to re-
center) 

60 Seconds Left Hook - Right Straight (Left foot steps to the Right and 
the Right Straight re-centers you (let the right foot 'hinge' out) 

60 Seconds Rest 

60 Seconds Right Hook - (Left foot steps to the Left and then pivot on it to re-
center) 

60 Seconds Right Hook - Double Jab (Left foot steps to the Left after the 
hook, pivot on it to re-center and as the Right Foot touches down, Left Foot steps 
for the double jab) 

Southpaw Stance and circling to the right: 

60 Seconds Right Hook - (Right foot steps to the Left and then pivot on it to 
re-center) 



60 Seconds Right Hook - Left Straight (Right foot steps to the Left and the 
Left Straight re-centers you (let the left foot 'hinge' out) 

60 Seconds Rest 

60 Seconds Left Hook - (Right foot steps to the Right and then pivot on it to 
re-center) 

60 Seconds Left Hook - Double Jab (Right foot steps to the Right after the 
hook, pivot on it to re-center and as the Left Foot touches down, the Right Foot 
steps for the double jab) 

Stopping the Melee 

If you have a training partner, alternate 60 second rounds with one person 
punching, and the other defending... focusing on picking off strikes with elbows 
and forearms. 

Do this for 5 minutes 

If you have no partner, shadow-box focusing on the stuff you've learned so far. 

Throw 30 "Low-To High's" 

Switch sides randomly 

5 minutes lightly shadow boxing... 

While working on the 'Post and Retreat' footwork. 

You need to focus on moving to the rear, AND moving laterally to the same side 
as your rear hand... so you can post on your opponent's shoulder (or head) and 
move out on the angle. 

2 Minutes Slip Rope - U-Slip to the left and throw a Left Hook - then U-Slip to 
the Right and throw a Right Hook repeatedly. 

5 minutes lightly shadow boxing... 



While working on the 'Post and Retreat' footwork. 

And if you're not tired... 

Throw full power hooks on one side until you're exhausted... 

Rest 60 seconds 

Throw full power hooks on the other side until you're exhausted... again. 

  

	  


